Rounded Arch

Product Care:

Setup Instructions

GENERAL PRODUCT CARE:
Ɣ Fabric should always be handled in a clean area
with clean hands and equipment.
Ɣ Be sure fabric is clean and dry before packing.
Ɣ Machine washing and/or drying is not recommended
for all fabrics or construction. Contact Manufacturer
with any questions.
Ɣ Roll fabric for storage. Fold inside out or face-in along
seams. Do not fold applied or silk-screened graphics.
Pack in bag provided.
Ɣ Fabric may be ironed on or off the frame. Use permanent
press setting and non-waxed, non-inked paper between iron
and fabric. Keep iron in constant motion.
Ɣ Always pack silk-screened and vinyl graphics with wax-free,
ink-free paper or fabric shield to prevent its sticking to
another surface.
STAIN
BEST CLEANER
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION
Ɣ The aluminum frame in this product is susceptible
Blood .............................. Shout ................... Amodex, 3% Hydrogen Peroxide
Loose Dirt ....................Stiff Brush ........................................... Shout, Pre-Spot
to damage if improperly handled, shipped or stored.
Nail Polish ............ Denatured Alcohol ................................................ Acetone
Use caution when handling and packing to prevent
Ink.....................Tape/Denatured Alcohol ............................................ Amodex
bending and/or crushing the frame.
Lipstick ........................... Shout .......................................................... Amodex
Ɣ Pack in original shipping bags. Pack bags in
Oil, Grease ....................... K2r .........................................Corn Starch & Shout
Pencil................Tape/Denatured Alcohol .............................Amodex, Pre-spot
corrugated cardboard box for shipping.
Food/Drink ...................... Shout ..................................... Contact Manufacturer
Store product in a cool dry area (40⁰-80⁰F).
NOTE: This information is provided to assist you with the care and

EMERGENCY STAIN TREATMENT:
maintenance of your product. No expressed or implied warranty is
Ɣ Treat stain promptly for best results.
intended. Please contact Manufacturer for details or assistance.
Ɣ Identify the stain before you treat it.
The guide will assist you with treatment.
Ɣ Use masking tape to mark stained area with a box or tag
before cleaning.
Ɣ If at all possible, remove the cover for cleaning.
Ɣ Use extreme care treating stains to avoid more damage.
Ɣ Stain removal is more effective when applying treatment
from the back of the cover unless the there is an
attached liner or fabric coating on the back.
TREATMENT:
1. Lift, scrape or blot as much of the staining
material off as possible.
2. Tape is effective for lifting dry materials like
loose dirt, pencil and some inks.
3. Work from the outside edges toward the center
of the stain.
4. Most natural stains may be treated with distilled
water. Stretch fabric over an open container or
clean white rolled up towel and force water
through the back of the stain with a squirt bottle
or by blotting with a clean white towel.
Repeat procedure until water runs clear.
5. For stains not responsive to water, use the chart
shown on this page and follow instructions on cleaner
container or call for assistance. Rinse cleaner from
fabric using distilled water, blotting from the outside of

COMMON TROUBLES:
Wrinkles/Poor Fit - Keep corners of cover aligned over frame corners when installing for smooth fit.
Use a hand steamer to remove small wrinkles.
Difficult to adjust - Cover is easier to adjust when not fully installed. Release and reinsert as necessary.
Frame is warped - Make sure connectors are aligned and very tight. Frame warp can be easily corrected by laying structure
flat face down on the floor and lifting upright from both sides.

PARTS LIST (PER UNIT):

NOTES:
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :
Ɣ Read and follow all instructions.
Ɣ Save instructions.
Ɣ Wipe down all tubing, clean work area and lay out plastic sheeting.
Ɣ Repack fabric carefully and neatly in the original fabric bag provided.
Ɣ Repeat packing instructions for frame.

(2) Welded bases
(2) 257.38" long curved outer bars
(1) 139.00" long curved middle bar
(2) T-shape bars
w/ connection on both ends
(1) 35.25" long curved bar
w/ connection on both ends

ALSO INCLUDED:
Assembly & Cleaning Kit:
- Hextool
- Gloves
- Washcloth
- 303 Cleaner
- Plastic Dropcloth

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEE :
Manufacturer fully guarantees all exhibits against defects in
workmanship. If our products receive proper care, but fail due to a
defect in manufacturing, the exhibit will be repaired or replaced at our
discretion. Damage to exhibit products caused by accidents,
improper care or negligence, where Manufacturer is not at fault
(including sun degradation and wear and tear) repairs will be
performed for a reasonable fee.

TYPICAL LABELING
CONNECTION #
WORK ORDER #
XX-12345

A1

XX-12345

A1

678901-U-1 678901-U-1

UNIT #
COMPONENT #

WARNING : Hanging system and structure are designed for:
(1) indoor use only
(2) to hold the weight of the structure and fabric cover only.
No other loads should be applied to this display system.

Assembly Instructions:

F/F

Spacer
E/E
Spacer

1. All assembly should be in a clean area. All parts should be
kept clean. Fabric cover should be handled carefully to
avoid soiling or damaging. Bars should be wiped clean prior
to fabric install. Drop cloths should be used when installing
fabric.
2. Snap fit together all shock corded pieces in parts list.
3. Assemble outer frame by matching labels on each
connection. Frame has been labeled in an alphabetical
order for an easier assemble.
4. Create internal support by adding T-shape spacers. Do not
disassemble spacers when taking frame apart.
5. Adjust as necessary to form a symmetric structure and firmly
tighten all connectors.
6. Locate label "A" on cover & frame and use it as a reference
point. Carefully slide cover over frame from point A to B. See
drawing for reference. Fabric is under tension and should be
adjusted carefully to provide a uniform final surface. Zip on
bottom ends. Adjusting cover is most easily done while it is
unzipped.
7. Hand steam the fabric cover to remove any small wrinkles.

C/C
G/G
D/D
One piece base

A/A

H/H
B/B

SNAP
BUTTON
CONNECTION

Zipper Location
& cover orientation
Quick Lock Connector

BOLTED
CONNECTION

Twist and press handle
all the way down
to clamp connector
NOTE: Follow alphabetical order for an easier assemble

WARNING: Hanging system and structure are designed
For: (1) indoor use only and (2) to hold the weight of the
structure and fabric cover only. Each wire cable is proof
tested at 500 lbs (250 lbs working load). No other loads
should be applied to this display system.

PACKING LIST ____ OF ____

Rounded Arch
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Ɣ Be sure fabric is clean and dry before packing.
Ɣ Machine washing and/or drying is not recommended
for all fabrics or construction. Contact Manufacturer
with any questions.
Ɣ Roll fabric for storage. Fold inside out or face-in along
seams. Do not fold applied or silk-screened graphics.
Pack in bag provided.
Ɣ Fabric may be ironed on or off the frame. Use permanent
press setting and non-waxed, non-inked paper between iron
and fabric. Keep iron in constant motion.
Ɣ Always pack silk-screened and vinyl graphics with wax-free,
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another surface.
STAIN
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Ɣ The aluminum frame in this product is susceptible
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Loose Dirt ....................Stiff Brush ........................................... Shout, Pre-Spot
to damage if improperly handled, shipped or stored.
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Use caution when handling and packing to prevent
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EMERGENCY STAIN TREATMENT:
maintenance of your product. No expressed or implied warranty is
Ɣ Treat stain promptly for best results.
intended. Please contact Manufacturer for details or assistance.
Ɣ Identify the stain before you treat it.
The guide will assist you with treatment.
Ɣ Use masking tape to mark stained area with a box or tag
before cleaning.
Ɣ If at all possible, remove the cover for cleaning.
Ɣ Use extreme care treating stains to avoid more damage.
Ɣ Stain removal is more effective when applying treatment
from the back of the cover unless the there is an
attached liner or fabric coating on the back.
TREATMENT:
1. Lift, scrape or blot as much of the staining
material off as possible.
2. Tape is effective for lifting dry materials like
loose dirt, pencil and some inks.
3. Work from the outside edges toward the center
of the stain.
4. Most natural stains may be treated with distilled
water. Stretch fabric over an open container or
clean white rolled up towel and force water
through the back of the stain with a squirt bottle
or by blotting with a clean white towel.
Repeat procedure until water runs clear.
5. For stains not responsive to water, use the chart
shown on this page and follow instructions on cleaner
container or call for assistance. Rinse cleaner from
fabric using distilled water, blotting from the outside of

COMMON TROUBLES:
Wrinkles/Poor Fit - Keep corners of cover aligned over frame corners when installing for smooth fit.
Use a hand steamer to remove small wrinkles.
Difficult to adjust - Cover is easier to adjust when not fully installed. Release and reinsert as necessary.
Frame is warped - Make sure connectors are aligned and very tight. Frame warp can be easily corrected by laying structure
flat face down on the floor and lifting upright from both sides.

PARTS LIST (PER UNIT):

LOCATION: PACKED BY:

(2) Welded bases
(2) 257.38" long curved outer bars
(1) 139.00" long curved middle bar
(2) T-shape bars
w/ connection on both ends
(1) 35.25" long curved bar
w/ connection on both ends

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :
Ɣ Read and follow all instructions.
Ɣ Save instructions.
Ɣ Wipe down all tubing, clean work area and lay out plastic sheeting.
Ɣ Repack fabric carefully and neatly in the original fabric bag provided.
Ɣ Repeat packing instructions for frame.
PACK DATE:

ALSO INCLUDED:
Assembly & Cleaning Kit:
- Hextool
- Gloves
- Washcloth
- 303 Cleaner
- Plastic Dropcloth

TYPICAL LABELING
CONNECTION #
WORK ORDER #
XX-12345

A1

XX-12345

A1

678901-U-1 678901-U-1

UNIT #
COMPONENT #

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEE :
Manufacturer fully guarantees all exhibits against defects in
workmanship. If our products receive proper care, but fail due to a
defect in manufacturing, the exhibit will be repaired or replaced at our
discretion. Damage to exhibit products caused by accidents,
improper care or negligence, where Manufacturer is not at fault
(including sun degradation and wear and tear) repairs will be
performed for a reasonable fee.
WARNING : Hanging system and structure are designed for:
(1) indoor use only
(2) to hold the weight of the structure and fabric cover only.
No other loads should be applied to this display system.

